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A Flooded Mess That Was a Medical Gem. Hurricane Sandy did it. 
The federal government’s emergency management chief trudged through darkened subterranean hallways covered with 
silt and muddy water Friday, as he toured one of New York City’s top academic medical centers in the aftermath of 
Hurricane Sandy. The basement of the complex, NYU Langone Medical Center in Manhattan, smelled like the hold of a 
ship — a mixture of diesel oil and water.  

 
Senator Charles E. Schumer, right, looked over a damaged M.R.I. machine  
at NYU Langone Medical Center on Friday with John Sexton, 
 the president of New York University.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
“You’re going to deal with the FUD — fear, uncertainty and doubt,” W. Craig Fugate, administrator of the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency, told NYU Langone officials afterward, as they retreated to a conference room to catalog the losses. 
“Don’t look at this. Think about what’s next.” NYU Langone, with its combination of clinical, research and academic facilities, may 
have been the New York City hospital that was most devastated by Hurricane Sandy. What’s next is a spectacularly expensive 
cleanup. Dr. Robert I. Grossman, dean and chief executive of NYU Langone, looking pale and weary — as if he were, indeed, 

struggling to hold back the FUD — estimated that the storm could cost the hospital $700 million to $1 billion.  Four 
magnetic resonance scanners, a linear accelerator and gamma knife surgery equipment, kept in the basement, were 

now worthless  Richard Cohen, vice president for facilities operations, took the group past piles of sandbags 
and a welded steel door that had been((( blown out by the force of the flood.))) “That door was 

put in around 1959 to 1960, when doors were really doors,” Mr. Cohen said.((( “And this thing(door) is 

completely torsionally twisted))). I’ve never seen anything like that.”))) Walking to the 

back of the hospital, Mr. Cohen used a loading dock as a measuring stick (((to estimate that the 
surge had risen to 14 ½ feet))). “We were prepared for 12 feet, no 
problem,” Dr. Grossman said.  
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INTRODUCTION: Sandy’s flood of sea water at NYU Hospital was 14.5 ft. deep. Welded steel doors were twisted off their hinges. See 
Story below. Water creates GREAT pressure(P) with depth(h). Water density(D) is 62.4 lb/ft

3
. P=Dh. Thus, large forces(F) are felt by 

Surfaces(A=area). P=F/A 
 
 QUESTIONS: (a)At what depth is middle of door?,(b)Find water pressure at middle of door?,(c)Find area of door?,(d) Find average force 
on door?,(e) Convert force in lb. to tons?  HINT: 2000 lb./ton. 
 
ANSWERS: (a) 11 ft. , (b) 686.4 lb./ft.

2
 , (c)28 ft

2
  , (d) 19,219 lb., (e) ~ 9.61 tons COMMENT: ~ Ten ton force will twist door down surely. 
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